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Computing Resources Committee

CRC Annual Report 2004-2005
The Computing Resources Committee serves as a conduit between the faculty and Information Services, as
the faculty representatives in reviewing and recommending policy related to information technology used by
faculty in their several roles, and to assist in planning and advocacy for information technology tools which
enhance faculty effectiveness in teaching, research, and service.

A main theme for the CRC in recent years has been process and policy related to software selection having
campus-wide impact. This has been detailed in the reports of previous years. Last year, the committee began
discussion of how to continue to follow the software life cycle by establishing some procedures and policy
concerning evaluation of existing software systems. We thought that the Blackboard system would make an
excellent first example for this endeavor. This year we completed our call to the Executive Committee to
recommend to the Provost that such an evaluation of Blackboard be initiated, and provided a template for
organizing such a review. Our recommendation arrived too late for consideration by the FS EC this year, but
is on the agenda for the fall. Since we understand that Blackboard reaches deeply into many aspects of the
delivery of academic programs at OSU, we spent some time looking for other interested groups. We have
received expressions of intent to participate from E-Campus, the FS Distance Education Committee, ASOSU,
the Center for Academic Success, and the Center for Teaching and Learning.

We worked with Media Services to evaluate whether OSU should deploy Classroom Response Systems broadly
throughout campus. These have been used successfully by Physics for some time, and more recently in
introductory Biology courses, but there have been several departments interested in using them. From
reports from other universities and from meeting with current users and other interested parties on campus,
the evidence effectiveness of these systems in promoting student engagement, especially in large lecture
classes, is well documented. Their pedagogic value for assessment is open to debate. Media Services
performed a technical evaluation of the systems from various vendors and found that the industry is
undergoing rapid change. As a result, they did not think that it made sense for OSU to invest in a wide
deployment of any system at present.

Media Services will support the software from two system vendors on classroom computers during the next
academic year, but will not provide the hardware. One of these systems appears to only work with Power
Point™ presentations – a feature the CRC unanimously deplores. 

Other issues:

Software licensing: We met with Lena Ferris and Tammy Barr to discuss the campus site license coordination
service. We made some suggestions on how to increase faculty awareness of what is available and on means
to solicit user input when licenses are negotiated.

We met with Jon Dorbolo to discuss the IS initiative "Technology Across the Curriculum." This is a project
whose aim is to ensure that every student is equipped with a base set of skills in using technology for
accessing, evaluating, and communicating information. Some on-line training modules have been prepared,
which are used during student orientation and ALS Odyssey.

We met with Jeremy Frumkin from the Valley Library about the institutional repository. This is an initiative to
create an electronic archive at OSU in which the collections are managed by communities with members
across campus (and perhaps beyond). It is currently in pilot status, and is open to involvement by faculty.

Acceptable Use Policy: As a result of a review by the office of the Secretary of State, OSU has to update and
make more understandable parts of its Acceptable Use Policy. The committee made a review of a draft of the
revised AUP which has gone back to IS for modification.
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Open Source Initiatives: In the last several years, OSU has become active in a number of open source
projects, several of which are coordinated through the OSU Open Source Lab. We commend IS for their
support of this movement. OSU is also involved in the Sakai project to create an open source collaboration
and learning environment for higher education. Though it will not be ready for production use for some time,
it is a possible substitute for Blackboard, and so merits attention and experimentation.

Issues for next year:

The draft acceptable use policy will need review again next year before it is forwarded to Faculty Senate. We
hope that our recommended evaluation of Blackboard is adopted by the Executive committee and then by the
Provost. If it is, we may have a significant role in that project. Network Engineering is proposing a campus
wide firewall. Policy issues related to this have already caused enough controversy that the proposed
implementation date has been pushed back. This needs to be considered by the CRC (among other groups),
and may belong to a wider review of campus information security policy and practice.

Membership 2004-2005

David Finch (chair) Mathematics
Carol Brown College of Business (resigned, fall)
Kathy Howell College of Forestry
Jonathan Kaplan Philosophy
Todd Palmer College of Engineering (resigned, winter)
Greg Padilla Valley Library (left OSU, July 2005)
  

 
 

Ex-Officio:
Curt Pederson Vice-Provost for Information Services
Catherine Williams Information Services

Student Members:
Alex Polvi
Jeremy Gragg
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